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Infant Care & Diaper Disposal

Infant Care
Special Care for Special People

Families on the go appreciate enhanced 
convenience and cleanliness provided by diaper 
disposal systems and baby change tables.

Address Unpleasant Malodours
Proper disposal systems for 
diapers are critical to addressing 
odours, avoiding offensive waste 
in regular trash cans, and potential 
plumbing issues from flushing.

Reduce Cross-Infection Risks
Baby change tables combined 
with an exclusive disposal system 
for diaper waste helps reduce 
cross-infection risks, promotes 
hygiene and ensures waste is 
handled appropriately.

Reliable, Hassle-Free Service
Our expert technicians do the dirty 
work so you don’t have to.

Why offer infant care and diaper disposal in your washroom?
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Infant Care & Diaper Disposal

Certified
Technician

Let us do the dirty work 
so you don’t have to

Touch-Free
  Our diaper unit has a foot pedal 

for no-touch operation, and a 
large opening for ease of use.

Efficient Design
  The contemporary design 

and large capacity means the 
unit can handle high traffic 
and volume of waste without 
overflowing.

Product Overview

Diaper Disposal
Ease of Use

  Change table is easily opened and closed by user with one hand.
Simple and Safe

  Safety strap is easily adjustable and Sure-Lock latch resists 
opening until released by opposing finger pressure.

Added Convenience
  Bed liner/towel dispenser provides consumable options for 

enhanced convenience and hygiene.

Baby Change Table

Specifications

Baby Change Table
Dimensions: (Closed) 19.7” x 31.5” x 3.5” (H x W x D)

 (Open) 19.7” x 31.5” x 18.1” (H x W x D)

Capacity: Unit supports a static load of 300 lbs.
Sustainability: Unit recycled at the end of useful life
Colour: Light Grey

Diaper Disposal
Dimensions: 25.9” x 17.1” x 14.6” (H x W x D) 

Activation: Foot Pedal
Volume: 13.2 US gal
Sustainability: Unit recycled at the end of useful life
Colour: White or Grey

Certainty Wipes
Add Certainty Wipes, our surface 
disinfectant wipe, to provide 
added convenience and hygiene.

Citron Hygiene Certified 
Technicians maintain each system 
on a pre-determined schedule.


